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QUESTIONS ANSWER 

Q 1. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Recording”, item 

number 1.1, is “timer connection: RS232 or USB”. LAN is much faster and 

newer method of timer connection. According to the explanation written 

above, would you find acceptable to connect the timer via LAN?  

 

 

A 1.    
 
No, this is not acceptable. Timer connection should be done through RS232 
or USB as specified in the Technical Specifications 
 

Q 2.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Secondary 

transcript/report”, item number 1.4, is “Separate official and unofficial note 

taking”. To open specification for at least one additional vendor please allow 

to offer Secondary transcript report without Separate official and unofficial 

note taking. 

 

 

A 2.  
 
In accordance with the Technical specifications, Item 1.4 Separate official and 
unofficial note taking should be offered. 

 
 

Q 3.  

 

Regarding Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Computer based 

training””, item number 1.10, is “Instant access to related help chapter for 

information about each screen component or option with right-click or pointer 

functionality”. Would you find acceptable that instant access to related help 

chapter for information about each screen component can be called by 

function key, for example F1? 

 

 

 

A 3.  
 
Yes. Please bear in mind that one of the options “Instant access to related 
help chapter for information about each screen component or option with 
right-click or pointer functionality” should be offered.  
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Q 4.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “application 

interface”, item number 1.13, is “Web interface, Touch screen interface, 

Table-top knob-like control interface for additional remote control of recording 

system status”. Please explain did you expect 3 application interfaces: web 

interface, touch screen interface and control interface? 

 

A 4.  
 
Yes, all three interfaces (Web interface, Touch screen interface and Table-top 
knob-like control interface for additional remote control of recording system 
status) are required and should be offered as specified in Technical 
Specifications for item 1.13. 
 

 

 

Q 5.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “application 

interface”, item number 1.13, is “Web interface, Touch screen interface, 

Table-top knob-like control interface for additional remote control of recording 

system status”. Please specify which interface is the main control interface 

and do you need keyboard and mouse to control main interface? 

 

A 5.  
 

Only Web interface and Touch screen interface are considered as main 
control. Also, Table-top knob-like control interface for additional remote 
control of recording system status should be offered. Related to keyboard and 
mouse please refer to Items 1.17 and 1.18.  

Q 6.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “application 

interface”, item number 1.13, is “Web interface, Touch screen interface, 

Table-top knob-like control interface for additional remote control of recording 

system status”. Please specify what function are you expecting from web 

interface? 

 

A 6.  
 
Web interface has to support full and complete functionality of the system 
including end-user and advanced administrator-level features and settings.  

Q 7.  

 
Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 
according to the technical specification the requirement for “application 
interface”, item number 1.13, is “Web interface, Touch screen interface, 
Table-top knob-like control interface for additional remote control of recording 
system status”. Please specify what recording system functions should be 

A 7.  
 
Table-top control interface should have at least basic end-user functions: 
start/stop of recording, record browsing. 
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controlled by the remote control (e.g. recording start, stop, pause) for table-
top knob-like control interface? 
 

Q 8.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – in 

the technical specification you did not specified processor requirement for the 

computer. Please specify minimal processor requirements of recording PC? 

 

A 8.  
 
Minimal processor requirements can’t be specified since processor depends 
on specific software that should be delivered. This is left up to the supplier to 
assess the specifications and accordingly provide the processor suitable for 
supporting the functioning of the item. 
 

Q 9.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Audio signal 

recording”, item number 1.25, are “Automatic and simultaneous archiving on 

digital optical media (CD-R/DVD-R), local hard disc or remote network 

storage, independent simultaneous recording and play-out of all input 

channels and output channel on USB drive”. Burning digital optical media 

(CD-R/DVD-R) during audio and video recording is not common for audio 

recording and archiving system that will be used in complex business 

environment. If there will be any digital optical media (CD-R/DVD-R) error, 

during burning audio and video recording may cause PC freezes. Regarding 

the explanation written above please allow to burn digital optical media (CD-

R/DVD-R) and save data to network storage after recording, not during 

recording. 

 

A 9.  
 
In accordance with the Technical specifications, item 1.25: 
 
- Automatic and simultaneous archiving on digital optical media (CD-R/DVD-
R), local hard disc or remote network storage should be offered. 
 
Archiving process should be clearly separated from the recording process. 
Archiving process is done after the recording process is finished and is 
required to be automatically started and recordings to optical media and local 
hard disc or remote network storage simultaneously archived. 

Q 10. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Audio signal 

recording”, item number 1.25, are “Automatic time code recording 

synchronized with audio and text”. Please explain what do you mean under 

“Automatic time code recording”? Is “time stamped recording” same as 

“automatic time code recording”? 

A 10. 
 
Time stamped recording is the same as automatic time code recording. 
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Q 11. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Audio signal 

recording”, item number 1.25, is “Recording format: WAV format supported”. 

Please explain what kind of compression algorithm do you expect for WAV 

format (e.g. IMA ADPCM, SPEEX etc.)? 

 

A11. 
 
Compression algorithm is not specified. 

Q 12. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Audio signal 

recording”, item number 1.25, is “Recording conversion in other formats: TRM 

(MPEG-2 AAC), WMA, MP3”. According to the definition from The Central 

File Extension Registry (http://www.fileinfo.com/extension/trm ) TRM is: 

“Audio file created by FTR (ForTheRecord) digital courtroom recording 

software; may be a recording of a single testimony or of another courtroom 

proceeding; saved in a proprietary format but can be playes with TheRecord 

Player, a free TRM player provided by ForTheRecord.”. Please remove TRM 

file format from required specification. That would open specification for at 

least one additional vendor. 

  

A.12 
 
In this item TRM file type is named as one of the file types which are widely 
spread in specific systems for court recordings. Therefore it is further 
explained as MPEG-2 AAC format and any other file type based on MPEG-2 
AAC format can be accepted.  

Q 13. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Annotation tool”, 

item number 1.26, is “Customizable “Hot Keys” functionality for each trial for 

data entry automation of frequently used names, terms and phrases ”. Please 

provide us examples of terms and the phrases which have to be entered by 

using hot keys. 

 

A.13 
 
Hot keys phrases will be defined during project implementation, but the 
functionality has to be supported. 

Q 14. A.14 

http://www.fileinfo.com/extension/trm
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Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Advance records 

management”, item number 1.28, is “Sealing recordings, moving items from 

regular archive folder to a secure location with limited access...”. Is “secure 

location” special folder in which data is encrypted and user access rights 

policies are handled via Active Directory access rights policy? 

 

 
Secure location is any location defined by the end-user as the one with 
restricted access and where any sort of access policies applies. This includes 
Active Directory as well. 

Q 15. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Advance records 

management”, item number 1.28, is “...Sealing over network, final editing, 

copying to sealed network folder, verification and removal from public 

folder...”. Please specify what kind of data has to be available in public folder. 

 

A.15 
 
Audio records will be available in public folder. 

Q 16. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Advance records 

management”, item number 1.28, is “...Sealing over network, final editing, 

copying to sealed network folder, verification and removal from public folder 

...”. Please specify is it public folder read-only for judges, secretaries only or 

to third party as well? 

 

A.16 
 
Access rights will be defined during project implementation, but all related 
functionalities have to be supported. 

Q 17.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Advance records 

management”, item number 1.28, is “...Sealing over network, final editing, 

copying to sealed network folder, verification and removal from public folder 

...”. Please specify what do you mean under “network folder”. Is “online 

network folder” shared recording folder on PC hard drive or external network 

A.17 
 
 
Online network folder is shared recording folder on network storage. 
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storage? 

 

Q 18. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 1, “Audio recording and archiving system” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Advance records 

management”, item number 1.28, is “...Records migration, moving items from 

online network folders to offline location ...”. Please specify how long do we 

need to store records online? 

 

A.18 
 
Records should be stored online for as long as the relevant case is on trial or 
appeal. 

Q 19. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 2, “Audio recording interface” – according to the 

technical specification the requirement for “audio format support”, item 

number 2.4, is “Up to 24-bit/192 kHz”. The full range of human hearing is 

between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. The minimum sampling rate is 40 kHz in 

accordance with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem for perfect 

reconstruction of a signal in the range of 20 Hz and 20 kHz ( 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_rate ). 16-bit/44.1kHz is used for audio 

CD recording. For phonoscopic examination 16-bit/16kHz is enough. These 

parameters are also enough for automatic speech recognition. Based on this 

arguments, would you find acceptable 16-bit/44.1kHz? 

 

A.19 
 
In accordance with the Technical specifications, item 2.4 needs to provide 
audio format support: “Up to 24-bit/192 kHz” and specifies the maximum 
requirement; therefore 16-bit/44.1 kHz is acceptable. 
 
 

Q 20. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 2, “Audio recording interface” – according to the 

technical specification the requirement for “Line outputs”, item number 2.7, is 

“2 unbalanced line outputs (digital output, headphones output)”. Please 

specify for what purposes is digital output required? 

 

A.20 
 
Digital output is mandatory requirement and is required to comply with end-
user certified third party editing system and recording system, which is not 
part of this procurement. 

Q 21. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 2, “Audio recording interface” – according to the 

A.21 
 
Digital output is mandatory requirement and is required to comply with end-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_rate
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technical specification the requirement for “Mixer”, item number 2.8, is 

“Internal digital mixer for low-latency direct monitoring of input signals”. 

Please specify for what purposes is digital output required? 

  

user certified third party editing system and recording system, which is not 
part of this procurement. 

Q 22. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 2, “Audio recording interface” – according to the 

technical specification the requirement for “Clients support”, item number 2.9, 

is “Multiple clients support, simultaneous use of ASIO and WDM audio 

protocols”. It is not common that audio interface support both ASIO and WDM 

audio protocols simultaneously. Please define for what purposes is the 

multiple clients support required? 

 

A.22 
 
 
Support for both ASIO and WDM audio protocol is mandatory. 
One driver is intended for recording and another for listening. 

Q 23. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 4, “Gooseneck microphone set” – according to 

the technical specification the requirement for “Switch”, item number 4.9, is 

“On/Off switch”. Would you find acceptable mute button instead of On/Off 

switch? 

 

A.23 
 
Yes, mute button is acceptable. 

Q 24. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 4, “Gooseneck microphone set” – according to 

the technical specification the requirement for “Power”, item number 4.10, is 

“Phantom power included, base-integrated adapter included”. Many 

manufacturers have different word for external power supply. In this case you 

request base-integrated adapter. Would you find acceptable phantom power 

from mixer? 

 

A.24 
 
Yes, phantom power from mixer is acceptable. 

Q 25. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 5, “Monitoring headphones” – according to the 

technical specification the requirement for “Cable”, item number 5.3, is “3 m”. 

A.25 
 
Yes. The cable for monitoring headphones should be at least 3 m.  
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Would you find acceptable headphone that has cable 3 m in total via 

extension cord? 

 

Q 26. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 6, “Small-size active monitor loudspeaker” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Weight”, item 

number 6.4, is “Max 2,5 kg”. In audio industry quality of loudspeakers is 

proportional to their weight. Would you find acceptable to offer monitor 

loudspeaker that has max 3,0 kg? 

 

A.26 
 
No, the requirement in the Technical Specifications, item 6.4, is presented as 
a maximum standard which the offered goods must meet.  
 

Q 27. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 8, “Enclosure equipment and cabling” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Enclosure”, item 

number 8.1, is “Enclosure for recording unit, audio recording interface, UPS, 

drawer for microphone storage is (is it moving-out box for microphones 

storage?) Enclosure with front door and lock”. Please explain how many 

microphones should be stored in the drawer? 

 

A.27 
 
All microphones that are part of the system have to be stored in the drawer. 

Q 28.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 10, “Audio-video recording and archiving system” 

– according to the technical specification the requirement for “Video signal 

recording”, item number 10.27, is “Simultaneous recording of court room 

sessions from IP camera”. Would you find acceptable HD-SDI video cameras 

instead of IP cameras which do not have such a video signal delay which IP 

cameras have? 

 

A.28 
 
This is not acceptable due to the system setup. 

Q 29.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 10, “Audio-video recording and archiving system” 

– according to the technical specification the requirement for “Video signal 

A.29 
 
This functionality is for court rooms with necessity for pictures from more than 
one camera, f.e. including a picture from witness room as well. 
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recording”, item number 10.27, is “...Channel 1: Simultaneous recording of 

court room sessions from IP camera, Supported layouts: Picture-in-Picture, 

Picture-by-Picture, Single Picture”. If on channel 1 only one IP camera is 

recording, please clarify why are the following modes required: Picture-in-

Picture, Picture-by-Picture, Single Picture? 

 

Q 30.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 10, “Audio-video recording and archiving system” 

– according to the technical specification the requirement for “Video signal 

recording”, item number 10.27, is “...Channel 1: Simultaneous recording of 

court room sessions from IP camera”. Please clarify where is physical 

location of this IP camera? 

 

A.30 
 
One camera is placed in the Court Room and one on the remote location of 
the Witness Room. 

Q 31. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 11, “Camera” – according to the technical 

specification the requirement for “Type”, items number 11.1, is “IP Camera for 

video capturing...”. Would you find acceptable HD-SDI video cameras instead 

of IP cameras which do not have such a video signal delay which IP cameras 

have? 

 

A.31 
 
This is not acceptable due to the system setup. 

Q 32. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 11, “Camera” – according to the technical 

specification the requirement for “Lens type”, item number 11.6, is “Varifocal 

covering 75
o
 (horizontal) – 20

o
 (vertical) view”. If you required varifocal lens 

there is no need to define horizontal and vertical view. Please specify are you 

expecting varifocal lens or lens with 75
o
 (horizontal) – 20

o
 (vertical) view.  

 

A.32 
 
The lens offered as a part of the system should support both requirements for 
being varifocal and being able to cover required 75

o
 (horizontal) – 20

o
 

(vertical) view within its range. 

Q 33.  

 

Regarding the Item Number 11, “Camera” – according to the technical 

A.33 
 
This requirement is not specified in the technical specifications, therefore any 
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specification the requirement for “Controls”, item number 11.7, is “Pan 360
o
, 

Tilt 160
o
, digital Pan-Tilt-Zoom, preset position”. Please define are you 

expecting hardware controls or all controls must be performed from the 

software interface of the recording system? 

 

option is acceptable. 

Q 34. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 11, “Camera” – according to the technical 

specification the requirement for “Controls”, item number 11.7, is “Pan 360
o
, 

Tilt 160
o
, digital Pan-Tilt-Zoom, preset position”. Camera has standard 

Pan/Tilt. We would like to know what is purpose of digital Pan-Tilt-Zoom? 

 

A.34 
 
Required functionality is mandatory and is related to the class of the 
equipment that is intended to be used in audio-video court recording systems. 

Q 35. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 13, “Mid-size active monitor loudspeaker” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Amplified power”, 

item number 13.1, is “40W LF and 40 W HF”. Please specify how many and 

what kind of speakers should be in each loudspeaker? 

 

A.35 
 
Unless otherwise specified, the requirements in the Technical specifications 
are presented as a minimum standard which the offered goods must meet, 
therefore, minimum two drives are required – LF and HF. 

Q 36. 

 

Regarding the Item Number 13, “Mid-size active monitor loudspeaker” – 

according to the technical specification the requirement for “Amplified power”, 

item number 13.1, is “40W LF and 40 W HF”. Please specify should there be 

a built-in amplifier into the loudspeaker or it can be a separate unit? 

 

A.36 
 
This requirement is not specified in the technical specifications, therefore any 
option is acceptable. 

Q 37. 

 

16. Selection criteria  

2) Technical capacity of tenderer (based on i.a. items 5 and 6 of the Tender 

Form for a Supply Contract) 

(a) the tenderer has successfully completed at least one contract in the field 

related to this contract (Supply and installation of audio or video equipment) 

A.37 
 
Yes, Technical capacity of tendered refers to one single contract in the field 
related to this contract. Several agreements whose collective sum satisfies 
the required amount is not acceptable. 
Video surveillance contract will be considered as valid since filed related to 
this contract is “Supply and installation of audio OR video equipment”. 
Contracts which combined supply of equipment for video surveillance and 
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with the budget of at least that of his financial proposal for this tender within 

the last three (3) years before the deadline for submission of tenders, as 

indicated in point 19 of this Contract Notice 

 

Can you please explain to us does it refer to one contract with this budget at 

the last three years, or we can attach several agreements whose collective 

sum satisfies the required amount? 

As it is stated audio or video equipment, does video surveillance contract is 

valid in this situation? And what about combination of video surveillance and 

audio contract? 

audio contracts are acceptable. 
 

Q 38. 

 

Item 2. AUDIO RECORDING INTERFACE From ANNEX II + III: TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATIONS + TECHNICAL OFFER 

 

2.10. Does it mean that the interface needs to have IEEE1394 and USB 2.0 

or just one of them? 

 

A.38 
 
In accordance with the Technical specifications, the offered interface has to 
be either IEEE1394 or USB2.0. In the case both interfaces are offered, offer 
will be acceptable as well.  

Q 39. 

 

Item 4. GOOSENECK MICROPHONE SET From ANNEX II + III: 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS + TECHNICAL OFFER 

 

4.1. As standard size for gooseneck microphone is 18" or 45,72cm, only one 

brand offers 50cm gooseneck. As those microphones are flexible, there is no 

difference if the size is 45 or 50cm. Is is valid to offer microphone in 18" size? 

 

4.3. Does it mean a)cardioid or b)hypercardioid pickup angle as those are the 

standard microphone pickupe angle caracteristics? Other manufacturers does 

not give the information about pickup angle degrees. 

 

4.5. Does it mean that sensitivity must be 12mV/Pa or higher? (Higher is 

better) 

A.39 
 
4.1. No, the size cannot be less than 50cm, since the requirement in the 
Technical Specifications is presented as a minimum standard which the 
offered goods must meet. 
 
4.3. Minimum requirement in the Technical Specifications should meet 95 
degrees, regardless of the type. 
 
4.5. Yes, the sensitivity must be 12mV/Pa or higher, since the requirement in 
the Technical Specifications is presented as a minimum standard which the 
offered goods must meet. 
 
4.6. Yes, the SPL must be 100 dB or more, since the requirement in the 
Technical Specifications – it is presented as a minimum standard which the 
offered goods must meet. 
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4.6. Does it mean that SPL needs to be 100dB or more? (because this is very 

low sound pressure level) 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Q 40. 

 

Item 6. SMALL-SIZE ACTIVE MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER From ANNEX II + 

III: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS + TECHNICAL OFFER 

 

6.2. Does it mean that SPL needs to be 85dB or higher? 

 

6.3. Does it mean RCA and XLR, or does it mean just one of them - RCA or 

XLR? 

 

A.40 
 
6.2. Specified requirement represents minimum value and offered model can 
exceed mentioned value. 
 
6.3. In accordance with the Technical specifications, the offered input should 
be either RCA or XLR. In the case both inputs are offered, offer will be 
acceptable as well. 

Q 41. 

 

Item 14. BOUNDARY MICROPHONE From ANNEX II + III: TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATIONS + TECHNICAL OFFER 

 

14.4. Does it mean that sensitivity must be 25mV/Pa or higher? (normaly 

higher is better) 

 

A.41 
 
Specified requirement represents minimum value and offered model can 
exceed mentioned value. 
 

Q 42. 

 

Requirement 1.1. Timer display -two sided digital clock showing hours, 

minutes and seconds 

of underway hearing (HH:MM:SS) 

 

Questions: 

Is it acceptable to replace two sided digital clock presenting hours, minutes 

and seconds of underway hearing with an LCD monitor presenting hours, 

minutes and seconds of underway hearing in AUDIO recording room? 

A.42 
 
Required digital clock is specified as a device visible from minimum of two 
opposite sides in conventional court room – judge vs. witness/defence 
lawyer/prosecutor. Two-sided visibility is a mandatory requirement.  
 
Any offer representing such two-sided solution, fulfilling the requirement for 
RS232 or USB timer connections, will be accepted. 
 
Specified requirement for the height of timer digits represents minimum value 
and offered solution can exceed mentioned value.  
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Is it acceptable to use LCD monitor presenting hours, minutes and seconds of 

underway hearing on a separated part of presented image in VIDEO 

recording room? 

Are the RS232 and USB connections required because of the specificity of 

digital clock? If the answer is yes, is it acceptable to connect LCD monitor 

with the use of standard monitor input connections such as VGA, DVI or 

HDMI? 

Is the timer digit height of 45 mm a minimum height of digits? If the answer is 

yes, is it acceptable to display higher digits? 

 

Q 43. 

 

Requirement 1.7. Data access Local and remote (VPN) 

 

Question: 

Is VPN tunnel connection required for each access connection or is it an extra 

possibility of making connection with recording equipment e.g. with the use of 

remote desktop connection? 

 

A.43 
 
Item 1.7 is mandatory requirement and has to be fulfilled for all sites in 
described functionality. 

Q 44. 

 

Requirement 1.9. Time synchronization 

 

Question: 

Is synchronization with time server required as a functionality of the recording 

software (as an internal module responsible for time synchronization) or is 

time synchronization in the operating system sufficient (Windows systems 

have such functionality)? 

 

A.44 
 
Item 1.9 is mandatory requirement and has to be fulfilled for all sites in 
described functionality. In accordance with the Technical specifications, Item 
1.9 requires synchronisation by domain server using NTP protocol. 

Q 45. 

 

Requirement 1.11. Operating system 

 

A.45 
 
Unless otherwise specified, the requirements in the Technical Specifications 
are presented as a minimum standard which the offered goods must meet, 
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Questions: 

What should be understood as operating systems equivalent to Windows 7 

Professional? 

Does it mean the need to choose Microsoft products? 

- If the answer is yes, is it acceptable to use Windows 8 or server versions? 

- If the answer is no, is it acceptable to use other operating systems such as 

Linux, BSD etc.? 

 

therefore any operating system that equals or exceeds Windows 7 
Professional is acceptable.  
The requirement 1.11. does not mean the offered operating system should be 
a Microsoft product. Other operating systems equivalent to Windows 7 
Professional are also acceptable.  
Also please note that the Evaluation Committee shall assess acceptability of 
the offers during the evaluation procedure (i.e. which operating system is 
equivalent). 
 
 

Q46. 

 

Requirement 1.13. Application interface 

 

Questions: 

Is the use of web interface a necessary requirement? What is the reason for 

this requirement? Using Windows operating system and authorization with 

Active Directory somehow defines the needs of a computer unit used to work 

with recording application, whereas web interface used for accessing this 

application suggests making this application independent from the operating 

system and the only requirement suggesting this is having the possibility to 

launch web browser. 

Therefore a question about the architecture of the designed system occurs: 

What is the planned layout of devices between the courtroom and server 

room? Where should the computer unit recording a hearing be located – in a 

courtroom or in a server room? 

Conception I: 

Recording application management takes place in a courtroom or any other 

place remotely (via web browser) and the video and audio signal is 

transmitted to server room directly from IP cameras (and mixer converting 

sound from microphones into audio streaming). Recording unit is located 

outside court room (e.g. in server room) and there are only devices for video 

and audio capturing and any device enabling the use of web browser 

(connected to touch-screen monitor) located in a court room. 

A.46 
 
Web and touch interface are mandatory requirements and have to be fulfilled 
for all sites due to dedicated end-user, administration and support activities.  
Therefore it is mandatory that all system settings can be reachable and 
editable via web and touch interfaces. 
  
Archiving system will be located in dedicated server room, while recording 
systems will be located in every court room. In addition to court room, remote 
equipment sets are located in witness room and connected with recording 
systems via standard LAN/WAN infrastructure.  
 
Operating system and authorization systems are mandatory as described in 
item specification. 
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Conception II: 

There is a recording unit located in a court room and recording application 

management takes place directly in the application (using web interface is not 

necessary). 

Could you please confirm what a preferred system architecture conception is?  

 

Q 47. 

 

Requirement 1.14. Touch screen, 19” (ratio 4:3 or 16:9) 

 

Question: 

Is it acceptable to offer monitor with > 19’’ diagonal? 

A.47 
 
Specified requirement represents minimum value and offered solution can 
exceed mentioned value. 

Q 48. 

 

Requirement 1.22. Input/output interface 

 

Questions: 

What for will the IEEE1394a port be used? Will it be used to connect 

microphone with firewire cable? 

 

A.48 
 
IEEE1394a port is intended for audio interface connection or accordingly to 
particular solution’s requirements. 
 
 

Q 49. 

 

Requirement 1.25. Audio signal recording 

 

Questions: 

May the sampling frequency be higher than 22 kHz? Should the WAV format 

be the default audio recording format? Should other specified formats (i.e. 

TRM (MPEG-2 AAC), WMA, MP3) be used interchangeably for on-line 

recording or is it a list of formats into which a conversion of audio recording 

should be possible in off-line mode (conversion of previously registered 

recording)? 

 

A.49 
 
 
In accordance with the Technical specifications, item 1.25 needs to have 
sampling frequency up to 22kHZ and specifies the maximum requirement; 
therefore sampling frequency should be up to 22 kHZ, not higher.  
 
WAV format is the default audio recording format, and specified list of other 
formats is required for recording conversion. 

Q 50. A.50 
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Requirement 1.27. Recordings playback 

 

Questions: 

What are the requirements concerning recorder (recordings playback) 

management with the use of foot control? Is integration with existing devices 

planned? If yes, please specify a model. 

 

 
  
Foot control must have fast and slow forward playback option and should be 
delivered as integral part of the system. Integration with existing devices is 
not planed. 

Q 51. 

 

Requirement 1.29. Upgrade options 

 

Questions: 

Does the Contracting Authority require the possibility of extending the system 

by adding a camera and enabling its temporary usage as audio/video system 

or does the Contracting Authority require the possibility of permanent system 

modification by extending it to meet the requirements specified in point 10 

AUDIO-VIDEO RECORDING AND ARCHIVING SYSTEM of the Technical 

Specifications? 

 

A.51 
 
Specified is upgrade possibility of permanent system modification by 
extending it to meet the requirements specified in point 10 AUDIO-VIDEO 
RECORDING AND ARCHIVING SYSTEM of the Technical Specifications. 

Q 52. 

 

Requirement 2.3. Phantom power 48 V 

 

Questions: 

Is it necessary to use condenser microphones which require additional 

PHANTOM +48V power source or is it acceptable to use other microphones 

(e.g. dynamic microphones) which do not require additional power source 

(they are supplied with a voltage of a few V required to power its internal 

amplifier)? 

 

A.52 
 
Compliance with existing specification is mandatory, therefore an audio 
recording interface that requires the Phantom 48V power source should be 
offered. 
 
 

Q 53. 

 

A.53 
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Requirement 7.1. UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) 

 

Questions: 

Is the specified capacity (2.000 VA) a minimum capacity and a higher 

capacity is acceptable?  

 

What devices are to be supplied with UPS power? The list of devices is 

necessary to calculate minimum time required to maintain power supply for 

protected equipment. 

 

Where should UPS units be installed (in 19’’ rack, other closed location 

outside of courtroom and server room)? 

 

 
Specified requirement represents minimum value and offered solution can 
exceed mentioned value. 
 
Offered solution is required to fulfil specific requirements regarding power 
supply backup for all critical components at least for recording and archiving 
system and recording interface.  
 
UPS should be placed in enclosure from item 8.  

Q 54. 

 

Requirement 8. ENCLOSURE EQUIPMENT AND CABLING 

 

Questions: 

Are the enclosure dimensions (60x60 cm, height 16U, 19‛) compulsory or is it 

acceptable to use bigger/smaller enclosure or more than one enclosure for a 

location? 

What devices should be mounted in the enclosure and are these only the 

components connected with recording installation or also other equipment 

(please specify equipment models outside of installation)? 

 

A.54 
 
The requirements in the Technical specifications are presented as minimum 
standard which the offered goods must meet and must be appropriate to 
accommodate the size of the devices places in the enclosure. Due to 
common court room conditions and layout it is highly advisable to use 
specified dimensions. One enclosure per set is required.  
 
All devices necessary for complying with specified requirements (i.e. as 
specified in Technical specifications, item 8.1: Enclosure for recording unit, 
audio recording interface, UPS, drawer for microphone storage) have to be 
mounted in the enclosure in accordance with operating procedures of 
particular recording solution.  
 

Q 55. 

 

Requirement 9. CENTRALIZED NETWORK STORAGE SYSTEM 

 

Questions: 

Is the storage capacity of 66TB data usable a compulsory requirement or may 

the capacity be higher with the possibility of further extension? 

 

A.55 
 
Specified requirement represents minimum value and offered solution can 
exceed mentioned value. 
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Q 56. 

 

Requirement 10.27. Video signal recording 

 

Questions: 

Is it acceptable to equivalently use cameras other than IP cameras (using 

analog cameras requires video capture mechanism other than streaming from 

IP cameras)? 

Is the usage of 2 cameras planned in a courtroom (one with overall view on 

the court hearing participants (excluding jury) and another presenting in detail 

the area where witnesses testify)? A camera located outside of court room 

(e.g. witness room) or a camera transferring remote video or video from 

document camera would need to be saved interchangeably with video from 

camera presenting in detail area where witnesses testify. 

 

A.56 
 
It is not acceptable to equivalently use cameras other than IP cameras due 
the system setup. 
 
One camera is placed in the Court Room (with overall view of the court 
hearing participants) and one on the remote location of the Witness Room. 

Q 57. 

 

Requirement 11.1. IP Camera for video capturing 

 

Question: 

Is it acceptable to use cameras other than IP cameras? 

 

A.57 
 
This is not acceptable due to the system setup. 
 

Q 58. 

 

Requirement 11.7. Pan 360, Tilt 160, digital Pan-Tilt-Zoom, preset position 

 

Question: 

Should the camera grip have the possibility to tilt up to amounts specified in 

degrees or should it be an automated grip controlled remotely from recording 

application? 

 

A.58 
 
Both options are acceptable. 

Q 59. 

 

A.59 
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Requirement 12. LCD TV 

 

Question: 

Is it acceptable to offer monitors with > 32’’ diagonal? 

 

Specified requirement represents minimum value and offered solution can 
exceed mentioned value. 

Q 60. 

 

Pre-financing 

 

Question 

Can you please confirm for what amount of pre-financing do we need to 

submit a prefinancing guarantee? 

 

A.60 
 
The pre-financing guarantee is only necessary to be submitted by the 
tenderers who have been recommended for the award of the contract whose 
amount of pre-financing exceeds 300.000 EUR.  
The amount of pre-financing guarantee corresponds to the full amount of the 
pre-financing which is indicated in the article 26.5 of the General Conditions 
of the contract, in the amount of 40% of the contract value. 

Q 61. 

 

Requirement for training. 

 

Training for judges and typists for max 170 persons at all locations in Croatia 

where recording equipment for court hearings in court rooms is installed. 20 

days of training for judges and typists. Exact locations and organisation of 

‚classrooms‛ for judges and typists’ training will be defined by the Beneficiary 

during the contract implementation. 

Training for technicians for max 25 persons at four locations in Croatia where 

recording equipment for court hearings in court rooms is installed. 4 days of 

training for technicians. Exact locations and organisation of ‚classrooms‛ for 

technicians’ training will be defined by the Beneficiary during the contract 

implementation. 

Training ‘train the trainers’ for max 10 persons at one location in Croatia 

where recording equipment for court hearings in court rooms is installed. 1 

day of training for trainers. Exact location and organisation of ‚classrooms‛ for 

trainers’ training will be defined by the Beneficiary during the contract 

implementation. 

 

A.61 
 
Specified days are calculated as total minimum training days for all locations. 
Trainings could be organized as a group training (technicians and trainers) or 
individual training (judges and typists). Training should not be longer than 8 
hours per person (optimum 2-4 hours). Training could be performed 
simultaneously on several locations and courtrooms. Exact duration, time and 
place of training will be defined during implementation of the project. 
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Question: 

For example, it is required that judges and typist have 20 days of training and 

that training is done on all locations. If this means that training for judges and 

typist should last for 20 days on each location than this asks for an extremely 

large proportion of time and it is not possible to organize it in the requested 

schedule. Can you please specify the exact duration of training per location 

for each type of the training. 

 

Q 62. 

 

Extension of delivery and verification operations duration. 

 

Question 

Due to a complexity of after sales services and a great number of locations on 

which the equipment needs to be installed can you please extend the period 

for completion of after sales services? Our estimation is that 60 days is 

needed for procurement and testing of equipment. Additional 30 days is 

necessary for preparation of equipment and delivery on all locations. 

Minimum of additional 90 days is necessary to installation of the equipment. 

This makes a total of 180 days without the education. 

 

A.62 
 
 
Compliance with existing specification is mandatory and cannot be modified. 
 
 

Q 63. 

 

Extension of bid delivery time. 

 

Question 

Could you please extend the deadline for delivery of the bid for at least two 

additional weeks due to a high complexity of preparation of this bid, shorter 

number of working days of our suppliers in holiday season? 

 

A.63 
 
Deadline for delivery of the bid can not be extended and it remains as stated 
in the Supply Contract Notice under point 19.  
 
02 September 2013 at 10:00 Zagreb Local Time at the premises of the 
Central Finance and Contracting Agency, Ulica Grada Vukovara 284, objekt 
C, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia. 
 
Any tender received after this deadline will not be considered. 

 

 


